
123 Main Street 
White Plains, New Yori31 

914 681.6240

O NewYorkPower 
4 Authority 

July 6, 1988 
IPN-88-027 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 
Mail Station P1-137 
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject:

John C. Brons 
Executive Vice President 
Nuclear Generation

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant 
Docket No. 50-286 
Anticipated Transients Without Scram 
(ATWS) Rule (10 CFR 50.62); ATWS Mitigating 
Systems Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) 
Plant SDecific Desian Information. TAC No. 59104

References: 1. NYPA letter (J. C. Brons) to NRC (S. A. Varga), 
dated October 10, 1986, regarding "AMSAC 
Implementation Schedule." 

2. NRC letter (J. D. Neighbors) to NYPA (J. C.  
Brons), dated September 18, 1986, enclosing the 
Safety Evaluation (SE) of the Westinghouse 
Owners Group (WOG) Topical Report of WCAP-10858 
"AMSAC Generic Design Package." 

3. NYPA letter (J. C. Brons) to NRC (S. A. Varga), 
dated December 1, 1986, regarding ATWS 
Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) 
Plant Specific Design Information.  

4. NRC-NYPA telephone conference, November 24, 
1987, to discuss NRC requests for clarification 
of certain aspects of NYPA's December 1, 1986 
plant specific AMSAC design submittal.  

Dear Sir: 

In reference 1, the Authority transmitted an implementation 
schedule and in reference 3, plant specific design information 
for the Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant AMSAC. Submittal of 
plant specific design information is required to support the 
staff's safety evaluation of the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) 
"AMSAC Generic Design Package (Reference 2)." 

In a November 24, 1987 telephon conference (Reference 4) 
the staff requested clarification of certain aspects of the 
Authority's proposed AMSAC design for Indian Point 3. AL-
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The information contained in the attachments to this letter are 
in response to the staff's request. This information reflects 
the recent revision to the WOG Generic Design (WCAP-10858 
Rev. 1) which the Authority has incorporated into the Indian 
Point 3 plant specific AMSAC design.  

Installation of AMSAC is planned for the next refueling 
outage (cycle 6/7) which is currently scheduled for February, 
1989. The Authority believes the information contained in the 
attachments to this letter will enable the staff to complete 
their pre-implementation review of the Indian Point 3 Nuclear 
Power Plant AMSAC design consistent with the Authority's 
installation schedule.  

Should you or your staff have any questions regarding this 
matter, please contact Mr. P. Kokolakis of my staff.  

Very truly yours, 

J. C. Brons 
Executive Vice President 
Nuclear Generation 

cc: Resident Inspector's Office 
Indian Point Unit 3 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
P.O. Box 337 
Buchanan, NY 10511 

Joseph D. Neighbors, Sr. Proj. Mgr.  
Project Directorate I-i 
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop 14B2 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
475 Allendale Road 
King of Prussia, PA 19406



Attachment 1 to IPN-88-027 
Plant Specific AMSAC Design Information 

New York Power Authority 
Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant 

Docket No. 50-286
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ATWS MITIGATING SYSTEM ACTUATION CIRCUITRY (AMSAC) 
DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

The AMSAC design for IP-3 will mitigate the consequences of 
an ATWS by tripping the turbine and initiating auxiliary 
feedwater upon indication of low main feedwater flow.  
Indication of main feedwater flow will be provided by low flow 
feedwater flow transmitters presently installed and located on 
each of the four main feedwater lines. These transmitters do 
not provide input to the Reactor Protection System (RPS). They 
are normally used to monitor feedwater flow during low flow 
conditions such as during start-up. Sketch No. ESK-ATWS-3 
(enclosed with Attachment 4) illustrates the basic logic and 
equipment connections.  

AMSAC includes a permissive designated as C-20. The C-20 
permissive is a logic circuit derived from two first stage 
turbine pressure transmitters (PT 412 A&B) used to automatically 
arm/disarm AMSAC at a predetermined turbine power level (40%).  

An AMSAC output will be initiated at a turbine power level 
of 40% or more coincident with three out of four low flow 
feedwater flow transmitters indicating 21% flow or less.  
Appropriate time delays are incorporated consistent with the WOG 
generic design.  

An AMSAC output will trip the turbine (if not already 
tripped), initiate auxiliary feedwater and close the steam 
generator blowdown and sample isolation valves.  

IP-3 utilizes two steam driven main feedwater pumps each 
delivering approximately 50% of the flow requirement at 100% power. In order to minimize spurious AMSAC actuations (and the 
resulting plant trip) caused by the loss of a main feedwater 
pump. the low feedwater flow setpoint to actuate AMSAC will be 
21% of nominal main feedwater flow.  

The auxiliary feedwater system utilizes two motor driven pumps and one turbine driven pump. Upon receipt of an AMSAC 
actuation signal, the motor driven pumps will start 
automatically (following a 28 second time delay). The steam 
admission valve for the turbine driven pump will open 
automatically. The turbine driven pump must then be manually 
throttled to attain operating speed. This arrangement for 
initiating auxiliary feedwater is typical of the arrangement 
used to initiate auxiliary feedwater upon receipt of an 
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation signal.  

The power supply to the AMSAC cabinet is electrically 
independent of the instrument bus feeds that are connected to the RPS. It will be taken from power distribution Panel Board



No. 2 which is electrically independent of the RPS supply. This 
panel is fed from a 75 KVA uninterruptible power supply (UPS).  
In addition, a 600 KW diesel provides back-up to the UPS when 
the normal AC supply is unavailable.  

The AMSAC cabinet is being provided with the necessary 
Alarm/Annunciation and Test/Maintenance systems. The AMSAC 
inputs and the outputs indicated on sketch ESK-ATWS-3 are 
presently being developed into wiring and physical drawings.  

The AMSAC logic circuitry will be housed in its own cabinet 
in the main control room. It will be physically separated from 
the RPS logic cabinets. The processed output signals will be 
separated and channelized with existing channelization to 
perform the turbine trip and the AFW pumps start functions 
redundant from the RPS functions.  

The mitigating signals from the AMSAC cabinet (Turbine Trip and 
the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Start) are shown in ESK-ATWS-3.  
The AMSAC output to. the turbine trip function is provided via 
the Independent Electrical overspeed Protection System (IEOPS) 
cabinet. The AMSAC output to the motor driven Auxiliary 
Feedwater Pumps is provided via 480 volt switchgear 32. These 
mitigating functions will be designed independent of the RPS
consistent with the guidance provided with 10 CFR 50.62 (see 
response to Staff Request No. 12 for additional details). The 
existing manual operation of the turbine trip and the auxiliary 
feedwater pump start functions will be retained on the Main 
Control Room Operating Panels with no changes.
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RESPONSE TO STAFF REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Staff Request No. 1 
Revision 1 to WOG Generic Design 

The generic WOG design has been recently revised. The revised 
design incorporates a variable timer and a revised C-20 
setpoint for the low main feedwater flow and main feedwater 
pump trip/valve closure options. Please address your plans 
with regard to this revision.  

Response 

The Authority will provide an IP-3 AMSAC design consistent with 
the WOGs logic option 2. on low main feedwater flow. As 
indicated in sketch No. ESK-ATWS-3, the IP-3 design 
incorporates the recent revisions to the generic WOG design.  
The revised IP-3 design includes the variable time delay 
(delays AMSAC output as a function of turbine power level) and 
revised C-20 permissive setpoint for automatically 
arming/disarming AMSAC (from 70% power to 40% power).



Staff Request No. 2 
Setpoint for AMSAC Initiation 

The setpoint to actuate AMSAC on low main feedwater flow is 
specified as approximately "25% of nominal main feedwater flow" 
per the WOG generic design. The WOG design package indicates 
that 25% flow is more than ample to protect against 
overpressure in the event of an ATWS, however, instrumentation 
error would become unacceptably large if a substantially lower 
setpoint were used. In light of this, please address your 
selection of 21% of nominal/main feedwater flow for initiation 
of the IP-3 AMSAC.  

Response 

The concern noted in the WOG generic design package regarding 
unacceptably large instrumentation error for setpoints of less 
than 25% flow is a valid concern for plants using the feedwater 
flow transmitters associated with the Reactor Protection System 
to initiate AMSAC. These transmitters cover the full range of 
feedwater flow (0-1DO%) corresponding to zero to one hundred 
percent reactor power. Because these wide range devices 
exhibit relatively large error at low flows, narrow range 
(0-25%) low flow feedwater flow transmitters were installed on 
the IP-3 feedwater lines for the purpose of enhancing operator 
control of main feedwater. As previously noted, these narrow 
range or low flow transmitters will be used to initiate AMSAC.  

Calculations completed by Westinghouse to bound all 
Westinghouse plants, demonstrate an AMSAC setpoint as low as 
18% of feedwater flow (exclusive of instrument error) is 
sufficient to protect the Reactor Coolant System from exceeding 
the overpressure acceptance criteria in the event of an ATWS.  
The Authority conservatively calculates an instrument error of 
about 3% for the narrow range low flow feedwater flow 
transmitters versus the 7% error assumed by Westinghouse when 
establishing the 25% setpoint for generic applicability of the 
wide range (0-100%) feedwater flow transmitters for initiating 
AMSAC. The lower error associated with the low flow 
transmitters justifies a setpoint of 21% feedwater flow for 
initiation of the IP-3 AMSAC.
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Staff Request No. 3 
Steam Generator Blowdown and SamDle Isolation 

The Authority's initial response did not indicate whether AMSAC 
would provide an output to close the steam generator blowdown 
and sample isolation valves. Please indicate your intent with 
regard to this item.  

Response 

Consistent with the WOG generic design, the IP-3 AMSAC provides 
an output to close the steam generator blowdown and sample 
isolation valves as well as to trip the turbine and initiate 
auxiliary feedwater. (See sketch ESK-ATWS-3)
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WStaff Request No. 4 Safety-Related Interface 

In your submittal you indicated that the AMSAC will be designed and installed independent of the RPS with necessary separation in the logics. Please verify that no interference can occur (e.g. that the cable routing will assure no interaction).  
Provide a discussion of your plants existing separation 
criteria to demonstrate that AMSAC installation will not violate or otherwise degrade the existing criteria. Also.  please identify the Class 1E - non 1E (AMSAC) boundaries.  

Response 

The AMSAC logic cabinet will be housed in its own cabinet in the main control room physically separated from the RPS logic cabinets. The primary power supply to AMSAC will be taken from Power Distribution Panel Board No. 2 which is electrically independent of the RPS. Power Distribution Panel Board No. 2 
is supplied from a 75 KVA UPS backed by its own diesel 
generator. Thus, the electrical supply to AMSAC is 
electrically independent of the RPS.  

As previously noted, analog inputs to AMSAC consist of the four narrow range low flow feedwater flow channels and two first stage turbine pressure channels. The narrow range low flow * feedwater flow channels are not used in any RPS function. RPS functions requiring feedwater flow information take their 
inputs from the wide range (0-100%) feedwater flow channels.  
thus the feedwater flow inputs to AMSAC are independent of the RPS. Power feeds to the low flow feedwater flow channels are from Channel 3 and Channel 4 associated with vital AC instrument buses 33 & 34 which are backed by batteries 33 and 34.  

The first stage turbine pressure channels do not directly provide any RPS trip functions, however, they are a part of the RPS to the extent that they are utilized in a permissive 
circuit (P-7) that functions to block certain RPS trips below a predetermined power level (currently 10% power) when those trips are not required for safety. The use of these first stage turbine pressure channels as an input to the P-7 permissive circuitry is typical of many Westinghouse designs and determined acceptable for parallel use as an input to the AMSAC automatic arming circuitry and variable time delay with the staff's SER for the WOG generic design. Power supplies for the first stage turbine pressure transmitters are from channels 
1 and 2.  

The use of the RPS vital AC instrument power supplies to power the low flow feedwater flow transmitters and the first stage turbine pressure transmitters is consistent with the guidance provided with 10 CFR 50.62. i.e. "existing RTS sensor and 
* instrument channel power supplies may be used provided the possibility of common mode failure is prevented."



Staff Request No. 4 (Continued)

The arrangement of these transmitters into two separate power channels, the diversity afforded by the use of different 
transmitters (Rosemont for the low flow feedwater flow 
transmitters, Foxboro for the wide range feedwater flow 
transmitters) and the diversity in operating principles between 
RPS and AMSAC (RPS is de-energized to actuate using 
Westinghouse relay logic, AMSAC is energized to actuate using 
Foxboro solid state logic) minimizes the potential for common 
mode failures that could render both the RPS and AMSAC 
inoperable.  

AMSAC outputs will be supplied to the existing final actuation 
devices (switchgear, solenoid operators, etc.) consistent with 
the guidance provided by NRC for implementing 10 CFR 50.62 
(i.e. "equipment diversity to the extent reasonable and 
practical to minimize the potential for common cause failures 
is required from the sensor output to, but not including, the 
final actuation device. e.g. existing circuit breakers may be 
used for the auxiliary feedwater initiation").  

Separation criteria for the Indian Point 3 RPS is contained in Section 7.2 of the FSAR. Relevant portions of Section 7.2 are contained in Attachment 2 to this Enclosure. The information 
contained in Attachment 2 demonstrates the physical separation 
and independence of redundant divisions and channels in the 
existing reactor protection system.  

Consistent with the guidance provided with 10 CFR 50.62. AMSAC need not be physically separated from the RPS unless redundant 
divisions and channels in the RPS are not physically 
separated. Accordingly, cable routings for AMSAC will not be physically separated from RPS. In most instances AMSAC cabling 
will be run in the same cable trays as the RPS. Where this is 
done channel separation will be maintained consistent with 
existing plant separation criteria such that (consistent with 
the guidance) existing separation criteria is not degraded 
specifically AMSAC instrument cables associated with Channel I 
will be run in cable trays associated with Channel I RPS 
instrument cables, AMSAC control cables associated with Train A will be run in cable trays associated with RPS Train A control 
cables.  

The safety-related/non-safety-related boundaries are identified 
in the attached Table (Table 1). Note that Indian Point 3 was 
designed and constructed prior to the development of the IEEE 
Class 1E criteria. Accordingly, the Class 1E designation does 
not apply to Indian Point 3. The boundaries of concern are 
specified as safety/non-safety related interfaces.  

See Response to Staff Request No. 8 for a discussion of AMSAC 
electrical independence from the RPS relevant to safety-related 
interface.
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Staff Request No. 5 
Quality Assurance 

In your initial response you indicated that the QA guidance 
contained in Generic Letter 85-06 will be adopted for AMSAC 
related QA activities. You also indicated that the QA for 
AMSAC test, maintenance and surveillance will be consistent 
with the plants current practices for non-safety related 
equipment. Please amplify your position.  

Response: 

The AMSAC system itself is not safety-related but requires a QA 
Program which addresses most of the same program elements of a 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B program, per the NRC's QA guidance for 
non-safety related AMSAC components. The Authority designates 
those non-safety-related systems that require increased Quality 
Assurance as Category M; safety-related systems are designated 
Category I. Consistent with past practice the Authority will 
classify AMSAC as a. "Category M" system with "Category I" 
boundaries.  

The "Category I" designation invokes the Authority's 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix B QA program. The "Category M" designation will 
invoke administrative procedures which are comparable to those 
that implement the Appendix B QA program. The result is that 
AMSAC will be subject to the same type of program element 
coverage as would a system under the Appendix B QA Program.  
This approach is consistent with and satisfies the guidance 
contained in Generic Letter 85-06.
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Staff Request No. 6 
Maintenance Bypasses 

Please discuss how the maintenance bypass will be indicated to 
the operator in the control room. Also please provide a 
description of the test panel.  

Response: 

The AMSAC logic cabinet is being equipped with a manual switch 
on the cabinet's test panel to permit bypassing the AMSAC 
output for maintenance, repair, test, calibration etc. The 
logic cabinet (to be provided by the Foxboro Company) includes 
provisions for various contact outputs. Contacts associated 
with the bypass switch will be wired to an annunciator window 
that will illuminate to inform the operator in the control 
room,*whenever the AMSAC is bypassed at the system level using 
the bypass switch. Accordingly, the system level bypass will 
not require installing jumpers, lifting leads, pulling fuses.  
tripping breakers or blocking relays.  

The full function test panel provided on the AMSAC logic 
cabinet will facilitate on-line testing during plant 
operation. In addition to the bypass switch, the panel will 
provide for the insertion of simulated input signals which can 
be varied to check trip setpoints. Indication of channel trip 
in response to a real or simulated input signal will be 
provided by. indicating lights mounted on the test panel. Test 
switches provided on the panel will facilitate testing the 
various combinations of analog channel trips required to 
provide an AMSAC output (logic testing) and the time delay 
functions. The test panel will be equipped with an access 
cover that will be monitored such that opening of the cover 
will be indicated to the operator. Similarly, the analog 
channel and logic test switches on the test panel will be 
monitored such that the tripping of any switch will also be 
indicated to the operator. Monitoring of these functions will 
be provided by a common alarm or annunciator in the control 
room.
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Staff Request No. 7 
Operating Bypass 

Please provide additional details concerning how the C-20 
automatic arming permissive (operating bypass) will be 
indicated to the operator in the control room.  

Response: 

As noted in response to item 4 (safety-related interface), the 
status of the C-20 permissive will be provided via a permissive 
status light on the flight panel. This is consistent with the 
existing plant design which incorporates status lights on the 
flight panel for indication of RPS automatic permissive and 
bypass functions. The appropriate status lights are 
illuminated when the condition described on the lens is 
satisfied.  

The AMSAC cabinet will provide for outputs associated-*with the 
C-20 permissive which will be wired to a status light on the 
flight panel in a manner similar to that employed for RPS. The 
status light will be illuminated when the C-20 permissive is 
active (blocking AMSAC initiation).
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Staff Request No. 8 
Electrical Independence 

Please provide additional details concerning electrical independence between AMSAC and RPS. It is the staff's position that devices used for electrical isolation must be qualified (per Appendix A to the staff's SER for the WOG AMSAC generic design) for both input and output isolation. Also discuss your existing design basis for electrical independence between safety and non-safety-related electrical systems.  

Response: 

The design basis for the IP-3 protection and control systems permits the use of a common detector (sensor) for both protection and control functions. Where this is done all equipment common to both protection and control circuits are classified as part of the protection system. Isolation amplifiers are employed to prevent a control system failure from affecting the protection system, control functions being derived from the primary system path through the isolation amplifier. Accordingly, the protection or safety-related 
portion of a circuit is that portion of the circuit upstream 
and inclusive of the isolation amplifier, the on-safety-related control portion of the circuit commences 
Fownstream of the isolation amplifier. The isolation amplifier itself is considered part of the protection system.  
Consistent with this criteria, the analog inputs from the first stage turbine pressure channels to the non-safety-related AMSAC logic cabinet will be taken from the downstream side of the existing isolators. The existing isolators are Foxboro Model 66B current repeaters and are used in all safety-related analog loops at IP-3 where it is necessary to provide signal intelligence to non-safety related functions such as control or monitoring. As previously noted, these isolators are powered from the same safety-related vital AC instrument buses as their associated loop. Details of the qualification testing performed on these isolators is addressed in WCAP-9011 "Test Report of Isolation Amplifier." Based an our review of WCAP-9011. the Foxboro 66B isolation amplifier was tested by placing it in operation with a representative input signal and normal output loads and then subjecting the output to: 

o open circuits 
o short circuit 
o 130 vdc (both polarities) 

115 vac
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,Staff Request No. 8 (Continued)

In each case, no perturbation of the input signal occurred.  

With respect to the required method for qualifying isolators 
contained in Appendix A to the staff's SER for the WOG generic 
design, 

a. The existing Foxboro isolation amplifiers were tested as described in WCAP-9011, with the device in operation with a representative input signal and normal output loads, the output was subjected to open circuit. short circuit, 130 vdc and 115 vac.  

b. The maximum credible fault applied during the testing described in WCAP-9011 (115 vac) is based on the highest of the available line voltage supplied to the cabinet in which the isolators are installed. The AMSAC cabinet utilizes 
the same nominal line voltage.  

c. Data to verify that the maximum credible fault was applied to the output of the device in the transverse mode and 
other faults were considered (i.e. open and short circuits) 
is evident based on WCAP-9011 as described in a. above.  

d. The pass/fail acceptance criteria utilized in WCAP-9011 was "1no perturbation of the input signal" when subjected to the faults described in a. above.  

e. The existing isolators comply with the environmental and seismic qualification requirements which were the basis for 
plant licensing. These devices are located in the control 
room which is a mild environment.  

f. The AMSAC cabinet to be procured will utilize Foxboro 
Intelligent Automation (I/A) equipment. Based on the manufacturer's test results, electrical interference 
between I/A equipment and safety-related systems is not expected. Nevertheless, the installation will utilize 
shielded signal cable to minimize any potential for 
interference.  

g. As previously noted, these existing first stage turbine 
pressure isolators are powered from safety-related vital AC 
instrument buses.  

Based on the above, the Authority believes the use of the existing isolators to isolate the safety-related first stage turbine pressure channels from the non-safety-related AMSAC is 
acceptable.
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Staff Request No. 8 (Continued)

The Foxboro logic cabinet is being provided with internal 
Foxboro isolators. These isolators are in addition to the 
existing Foxboro model 66B isolators. The Foxboro internal 
isolators are solid state devices. Foxboro supplied 
information provided to the Authority demonstrates that the 
Foxboro internal isolators have been tested and have 
demonstrated no loss of isolation function when subjected to a 
600 volt fault voltage. The 600 volt fault voltage level 
substantially exceeds the voltage levels available to the AMSAC 
cabinet. These isolators will be powered from the same 
non-safety-related source as the AMSAC cabinet. Installation 
of the Foxboro internal isolators is a conservative measure the 
Authority has chosen to implement. As previously noted, use of 
the existing isolators alone satisfies applicable isolation 
criteria (see response to item 9).  

Since the low flow feedwater flow analog channels are not 
safety-related and not utilized in the RPS no instrument signal 
isolation provisions between these channels and AMSAC are 
necessary to satisfy the existing plant design criteria or the 
AMSAC criteria. Although the same isolation scheme will be 
utilized (i.e., existing Foxboro isolation amplifiers and I/A 
isolators in the AMSAC cabinet).  

Output isolation between AMSAC and the equipment actuated by 
AMSAC will be provided by qualified Magnecraft relays mounted 
on the AMSAC cabinet. These relays will drive dry contacts 
wired into the operating circuit for each actuated device.  
Generally, these contacts will be wired in parallel with 
existing RPS/ESF and/or other actuation contacts. Qualifica
tion documentation for the Magnecraft relays is provided as 
Attachment 3. The documentation demonstrates these relays have 
been tested for fault voltage up to 600 volts applied on both 
the input and the output and demonstrated no loss of isolation 
function. The maximum voltage associated with the AMSAC power 
supply is 120 volts AC provided to the coil side, accordingly 
these devices are acceptable for AMSAC isolation based on the 
"600 volt-no loss of isolation function" criteria.
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Staff Request No. 9 
Physical Separation 

For plants whose RPS is channelized and physically separated 
the ATWS rule does not require that AMSAC be physically 
separated from the RPS. The staff indicated that where AMSAC 
cables are routed with RPS cables that AMSAC cables are non-lE 
cables "associated" with 1E cables and in such instances the 
non-lE (AMSAC) cables generally need to be isolated when they 
leave the cable tray.  

Response: 

As previously noted in response item 4. redundant divisions and 
channels of the IP-3 RPS are channelized and separated such 
that consistent with the guidance associated with the ATWS 
rule, non-safety-related AMSAC cables need not be separated 
from safety-related RPS cables. In most instances AMSAC cable 
will be run in the same tray as RPS cables. Consistent with 
the existing plant Veparation criteria, train/channel identity 
will be maintained (e.g., Channel I AMSAC will be run with 
Channel I RPS, Train B AMSAC with Train B RPS etc.). The 
existing Foxboro input and new Magnecraft output isolation 
devices provided with the AMSAC cabinet (see response to item 
8) satisfy the safety/non-safety circuit interface criteria 
that form the basis for plant licensing. Indian Point 3 was 
designed, constructed and licensed prior to the application of 
IEEE-384-77 "Criteria for Independence of Class 1E Equipment 
and Circuits" and NRC's endorsement of that standard in 
Regulatory Guide 1.75. The separation and electrical isolation 
criteria that apply to separate and isolate AMSAC from RPS is 
typical of that which the Authority employs for interfacing 
non-safety related hardware with the reactor protection system.
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Staff Request No. 10 
Environmental Qualification 

In your submittal you indicated that AMSAC equipment would be 
located outside containment and designed to function in the environment in which the equipment is located. Please identify 
where the various pieces of equipment are located, whether the 
environment is "harsh" or "mild" and address the design 
envelope for the equipment.  

Response: 

Consistent with the guidance provided with the ATWS rule, AMSAC 
equipment will be designed for anticipated operational 
occurrences only, not for accidents.  

AMSAC Logic Cabinet 

The AMSAC logic cabinet will be located in the control room.  
The control room is a mild environment under both anticipated 
operational occurrences and accident conditions. Accordingly, 
the qualification criteria associated with 10CFR50.49 does not 
apply. The environmental conditions for the control room are 
consistent with those identified in Table 1 of WCAP-10858P-A 
for zone OC/AC. Commercial grade equipment can function 
satisfactorily in this environment. The Foxboro I/A AMSAC 
equipment is therefore acceptable.  

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 

The UPS powering AMSAC is located on elevation 15' in the 
Administration Service Building. This area is also a mild 
environment. Environmental conditions in this area are consistent with those identified in Table 1 of WCAP-10858P-A 
for zone OC/V. Commercial grade equipment can function 
satisfactorily in this environment. The existing commercial 
grade UPS has functioned reliably in this environment.  

Sensors 

The existing first stage turbine pressure transmitters are located in the heater bay adjacent to the turbine hall. These devices have demonstrated satisfactory performance over the 
range of environmental conditions experienced in this mild 
environment.  

Similarly, the existing low flow feedwater flow transmitters, 
located in the auxiliary feedwater pump room (el. 15') have 
demonstrated satisfactory performance over the range of 
environmental conditions experienced in that environment.
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Staff Request No. 10 (Continued)

Final Actuation Devices 

Existing equipment that will receive AMSAC signals, when 
located in a harsh environment and which are required to 
perform their safety function during or following a Design 
Basis Event. (e.g.. electrical equipment associated with 
auxiliary feedwater). have been previously qualified per 
10 CFR50.49.  

With respect to I0CFR50.62, none of the equipment associated 
with AMSAC need be qualified for a harsh environment, since for 
anticipated operational occurrences the environment is not 
harsh.  

Should it become necessary to revise any of the equipment 
locations discussed herein, during detailed design, the 
environmental considerations provided with the ATWS rule 
guidance will be appropriately complied with.
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Staff Request No. 11 
Testability At Power 

Please discuss your plans for pre-operational and inservice 
testing in as much detail as possible. Also please provide drawings showing the circuit details for the bypass test arrangement. Discuss how indication that AMSAC has been actuated will be provided to the operator in the control room.  

Response: 

System level bypass will be accomplished using the bypass switch located on the test panel. Contacts from the bypass 
switch will be wired in series with the logic output 
effectively defeating AMSAC output when the bypass switch is placed in the bypass position (see drawing ESK-ATWS-6). As previously indicated, when the bypass switch is placed in the 
bypass position, a control room annunciator window will be illuminated thereby informing the operator of the bypass 
condition. Other annunciations will be provided with respect 
to AMSAC. One annunciation will be anticipatory (i.e., the AMSAC logic requirement for an AMSAC output has been satisfied with only the time delay inhibiting final system level AMSAC actuation). The other annunciation will indicate that a system level AMSAC actuation has occurred. This annunciator window 
will be located on the first-out annunciator panel. The annunciator arrangement will be consistent with the existing 
control room annunciator arrangement and design.  

Pre-operational testing will consist of the following: 

o bi-stable setpoint calibration for each analog input to 
AMSAC 

o a logic functional test to verify that the trip condition 
is satisfied for each possible trip logic combination 

o a check of the lag and timer functions to verify these 
functions will perform within the specified bands 

o verification that the final output devices have received an AMSAC actuation signal in response to a simulated AMSAC 
initiation signal 

o transmitter calibrations for first stage turbine pressure 
and low flow feedwater flow
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Staff Request No. 11 (Contined)

Inservice testing will include: 

o semi-annual calibration of bi-stable setpoints for each 
analog AMSAC input (no more than one channel at a time) 

o semi-annual logic functional test with AMSAC output 
actuation bypassed 

o semi-annual check of the lag and timer functions with the 
system bypassed 

o refueling outage verification that the final output devices 
have received an AMSAC output signal in response to a 
simulated AMSAC initiation signal 

o a refueling outage transmitter calibration for the first 
stage turbine pressure and low flow feedwater flow 
transmitters 

The Authority believes the pre-operational and inservice 
testing described above constitutes a complete end to end test program. The initial selection of a semi-annual inservice 
bi-stable calibration logic functional test and check of lag 
and timer functions is based on the manufacturer's experience 
with this equipment. As experience is gained with the equipment the inservice test schedules proposed above may be 
revised as the Authority determines appropriate.
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Staff Request No. 12 
Completion of Mitigative Action 

You indicated that a reset mode switch would be included in the 
AMSAC design. Please discuss this switch, its function and 
use. Also discuss the design of the turbine trip and auxiliary 
feedwater functions with regard to the need for deliberate 
operator action in terminating or resetting these functions 
once initiated.  

Response: 

The design has been revised to eliminate the reset mode switch 
since AMSAC arming and disarming will be automatically provided 
by the C-20 permissive.  

With regard to completion of mitigative action, the AMSAC 
output will be wired to the turbine auto-stop solenoid dump 
valves (20 AST and 20 ASB). Operation of either valve will 
dump the auto-stop oil from the turbine control system thus 
tripping the turbine. Once tripped by the loss of auto-stop 
oil pressure the turbine will remain tripped as deliberate 
operator action is required to mechanically latch the turbine 
in order to reset it.  

The control circuits for the motor driven auxiliary feedwater 
pumps are arranged such that once a pump is started from an RPS 
signal the pump will continue to operate until deliberate 
operator action is taken to shut it down even if the initiating 
signal has been lost. The AMSAC inputs to the motor control 
circuits for these pumps will be wired into the circuit 
parallel to the ESF inputs. In this manner, deliberate 
operator action will be required to terminate pump operations 
even if the AMSAC signal has been lost. The same criteria will 
be applied to the steam admission valve for turbine driven 
auxiliary feedwater pump, steam generator blowdown and sample 
isolation valves. Seal-in circuits will be employed as 
necessary.  

Whenever a three out of four feedwater flow condition less than 
21% exists and AMSAC is actuated (above 40% power), the AMSAC 
mitigating action goes to completion consistent with allowed 
time delays. However, if the three out of four feedwater low 
flow condition is cleared (feedwater flow increased above 21%) 
before the allowed time dealys have timed out. AMSAC will not 
be actuated.
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TABLE 1 
SAFETY/NON-SAFETY INTERFACES 

1) Analog Instrument Loops for low flow feedwater flow 

(FT-418L. 428L. 438L and 448L) - analog signal 

o Loop is not safety-related 

2) Power supply for low flow feedwater instrument loops 
(FT-418L through 448L) 

o FT-418L and 428L are non-safety related loops powered 
from safety-related vital instrument bus 33. The 
safety-related/non-safety-related boundary is at the 
over-current protection device (breaker) separating 
the bus from the loop. FT-438L and FT-448L are 
non-safety, related loops powered from safety-related 
vital instrument bus 34.  

3) Analog instrument loops for first stage turbine press.  
(PT-412A and PT 412B) - analog signal 

o PT-412A is part of a safety-related loop powered from 
Channel I associated with vital AC instrument bus no.  
32. Existing isolator PM-412A. also powered from 
vital AC instrument bus no. 32 forms the boundary 
between the safety-related loop and non-safety-related 
connected loads. The output of PM-412A (including 
PM-412E) is non-safety-related.  

o PT-412B is part of a safety-related loop powered from 
Channel II associated with vital AC instrument bus no.  
31. Existing isolator PM-412B, also powered from 
vital AC instrument bus no. 31 forms the boundary 
between the safety-related loop and non-safety-related 
connected loads. The output of PM-412B is 
non-safety-related.  

4) Power supply for first stage turbine pressure and 
associated loop isolators (PT-412A & B).  

o Safety-related from vital AC instrument buses 
including loop power supplies and signal boundary 
isolators (PM-412A & B) 

5) Power supply for first stage turbine pressure current 
repeater (PM-412E).



Table 1 (Cont'd.)

o Non-safety-related current repeater PM-412E is powered 
from Channel IV associated with vital AC instrument 
bus no. 33. The safety-related/non-safety-related 
boundary between PM-412E and vital instrument bus no.  
33 is at the overcurrent protection device (breaker) 
separating the bus from the current repeater.  

6) AMSAC cabinet 

o Non-safety-related.  

7) Power supply to AMSAC cabinet including internal input 
isolators and Magnecraft relay output isolators.  

0 Non-safety-related.  

8) AMSAC outputs to: turbine trip, AFW Pump start, steam 
generator blowdown and sample isolation valves.  

o Coil side of Magnecraft output relays associated with 
the AMSAC cabinet is non-safety-related. The contact 
side of the Magnecraft relays which provides the 
output to the final actuation devices is 
safety-related (i.e. the safety/non-safety interface 
is established by the coil to contact separation 
across the Magnecraft output relays). The Magnecraft 
relays are being procured as safety-related 
components. The safety-related outputs are 
channelized.  

9) AMSAC outputs to: plant computer, control room alarms.  
annunciators, and indicators.

0 All non-safety-related.
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Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence 

Criterion: Redundancy and independence designed into protection systems shall be sufficient to assure that no single failure on removal from service of any component or channel of such a system will result in loss of the protection function. The redundancy provided shall include, as a minimum, two channels of protection function to be served. (GDC 20 of 7/11/67) 

The Reactor Protection Systems were designed so that the imost probable modes of failure (loss of voltage, relay failure) in each protection channel result in a signal calling for the protective trip. Each protection system design combines redundant sensors and channel independence with coincident trip philosophy so that a safe and reliable system is provided in which a single failure will not defeat the channel function, cause a spurious plant trip, or violate reactor protection criteria.  

The design basis for the Reactor Protection System and Engineered Safety Features equipment radiation exposure was that the equipment must function after the exposure associated with the TID-14844 model accident. The maximum anticipated exposure for components located within the Containment was calculated to be 1.6 x 108 rads, which is accumulated duri .ng one year following the accident. (Note that the integrated expo su re for safeguards equipment during 40 years of operation was calculated to be less than 5 x 105 rads) . In the determination of exposure, no credit was taken for containment cleanup or other removal mechanism other than isotope decay.  The expected integrated exposure on the outside of the Containment Building, again assuming TID-14844 releases and no credit for cleanup, will be less than 102 rads integrated over a year at the containment outside surface.  
Protection system instrument cables are divided into four channels.  Channeling separation is continuous from instrument sensor to receiver.  Bistable or digital type outputs 120 volts AC or 125 volts DC to protection system logic relays are divided into the same four channels.  

Power and control cables for engineered safeguards are divided into three basic channel systems. Power and control cabling for reactor trip and containment isolation valves are divided into two channels.  

-In addition to channels of separation, cables were assigned to individual routing systems in accordance with their voltage level, size, and function.  Six independent conduit and tray systems are employed on Indian Point 3 as follows: 

1) 6900 volt power 

2) Heavy 125 volts DC power cables and heavy 480 volts AC Cover 100 hp) power cables 
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3) ~ig~ht.ing panel feeders and medium power (greater than No. 1.2 AWG 
wire size) 480 volts AC cables 

4) Control and light (non-heavy) power cables 

5) Instrument cables 

6) Rod control cables.  

Conduit fill for all systems is based on standard National Electric Code Recormendat ions. Criteria for tray fill are given in Section 8.2.  

Cables in the conduit and cable schedule are identified by a circuit code, in addition to their routing, to assure that the cable will be installed in the proper tray systems, as well as the proper channel.  

Separation of channels was established throughout the plant by the use of separate trays or conduits. In addition, whenever a heavy power tray was located less than three feet beneath any tray of a different channel, a transite fire barrier was installed between the trays. A vertical barrier was installed where trays of different channels were installed less than one foot apart, horizontally. Vertical barriers and fire wraps were installed to separate cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains to protect against radiant energy from a 1.OCFR5O, Appendix R assumed fire. Additionally, a horizontal barrier was installed where trays (other than heavy power) were installed less than one foot beneath any 
tray of a different channel.  

Inthe area of the electrical tunnel between the Control. Building and Containment Building and containment penetration area, two tunnels provide the separation for the four channels. A cross section of this portion of the tunnel is shown in the Figure 7.2-18.  

In general, control board switches with their associated indicating lights are contained i~n a modularized structure which provides physical separation between power "trains". Where more than one train is required to connect to a single switch, the wiring is routed to different quadrants within the module itself. Separate connectors for each redundant circuit are used, and board wiring is channelized to separate terminal blocks contained i~n individual channelized vertical risers located above separated floor slots.  The wiring "trains" within the board are divided into three separate groups. Train "X" is that wiring which is associated with buses fed from diesel generator No. 32, Trai~n "Y'* i~s that wiring which is associated with buses fed from diesel generator No. 33 and Train "Z" is that wiring which i~s associated with buses fed from diesel generator No. 31. These "trains" are physically separated from each other by horizontal. raceways which route the wiring to its appropriate vertical. riser.  

The wiring of local control panels which contai~n cabling from different channels hnave been separated by interior metal barriers or were separated 
into more than one panel.  
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The main three phase power circuits are protected by means of three-pole 
breakers. Individual small power feeds from the motor control centers have 
three phase protection by means of fuses and "heater" overload devices.  
Single phase circuits are protected by single pole devices including fuses 
and/or breakers. (See Section 8.2) 

Channel independence is carried throughout the system extending from the 
sensor to the relay actuating the protective function. The protective and 
control functions are fully isolated, control being derived from the primary 
protection signal path through an isolation amplifier. As such, a failure 
in the control circuitry does not affect the protection channel. This 
approach is used for pressurizer pressure and water level channels, steam 
generator water level, Tavg and AT channels, steam flow-feedwater flow and 
nuclear instrumentation channels.  

The analog type equipment associated with the Reactor Protection and 
Engineered Safety Features Systems is considered to be the most susceptible 
to temperature effects because of the accuracies involved. Excessive 
temperature for long periods in areas containing switchgear, cables, etc.  
would result in a slight degradation of life but would not affect perfor
mance. The Control Room is the limiting case for reactor shutdown with 
regard to electrical equipment. The protective equipment in the control and 
relay rooms was designed to operate in an environment up to 120 F without 
loss of function.  

Temperature in the Control Room and adjoining equipment room is maintained 
for personnel comfort at 70 + 10 F. Protective equipment in this space was 
designed to operate within a design tolerance over this temperature range.  
Design specifications for this equipment specified no loss of protective 
function up to 120 F. Thus, there is a wide margin between design limits 
and the normal operating environment for control room equipment.  

The engineered safety features equipment is actuated by one or the other of 
the engineered safety features actuation channels. Each coincidence network 
actuates an engineered safety actuation device that operates the associated 
engineered safety features equipment, motor starters and valve operators.  
As an example, the control circuit of a safety injection pump is typical of 
the control circuit for a large pump operated from switchgear. The 
actuation relay, energized by the Engineered Safety Features Instrumentation 
System, has normally open contacts. These contacts energize the circuit 
breaker closing coil to start the pump when the control relay is energized.  
The Engineered Safety Features Instrumentation System actuates (depending on 
the severity of the condition) the Safety Injection System, the Containment 
Isolation System, Containment Air Recirculation System and Containment Spray 
System.  

[n the Reactor Protection System, two reactor trip breakers are provided to Iin terrupt power to the full length rod drive mechanisms. The breaker main c ontacts are connected in series (with power supply) so that opening either 
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br eaker interrupts power to all full length rod mechanisms, permitting them to fall by gravity into the core. In the event of a loss of rod control power, the reactor trip breakers are de-energized and trip to an open mode.  An electrical interlock prevents both breakers from being closed concur
rently.  

Further detail on redundancy is provided through the detailed descriptions of the respective systems covered by the various sections in this chapter.  In summary, reactor protection was designed to meet all presently defined reactor protection criteria and is in accordance with the IEEE-279-1971, 
"Standard for Nuclear Plant Protection Systems" 
Required continuous electrical supply is discussed in Chapter 8.  

Demonstration of Functional Operability of Protection Systems 

Criterion: Means shall be included for suitable testing of the active 
component's of protection systems while the reactor is in opera
tion to determine if failure or loss of redundancy has occurred.  
(GDC 25 of 7/11/67) 

The analog equipment of each protection channel in service at power is capable of being tested and tripped independently by simulated analog input signals to verify its operation. The trip logic circuitry includes means to test each logic channel through to the trip breakers. Thus, the operability of each trip channel can be determined conveniently and without ambiguity.  

Testing of the diesel-generator starting may be performed from the dieselgenerator control board. The generator breaker is not closed automatically 
after starting during this testing. The generator may be manually synchronized to the 480 Volt bus for loading. Complete testing of the starting of diesel generators can be accomplished by tripping the associated 480 Volt undervoltage relays and providing a coincident simulated safeguards signal.  The ability of the units to start within the prescribed time and to carry load can be periodically checked. (The Electrical Systems are discussed in 
more detail in Section 8.2.3).  

The reactor coolant pump breakers open trip is not testable at power; it is a backup trip which is testable only during shutdown. Testing at power (opening the breakers) would involve a loss of flow in the associated loop.  

Protection Against Multiple Disability for Protection Systems 

Criterion: The effects of adverse conditions to which redundant channels or 
protection systems might be exposed in common, either under 
normal conditions or those of an accident, shall not result in loss of the protection function or shall be tolerable on some 
basis. (GDC 23 of 7/11/67) 
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Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction 

Criterion: The reactor protection system shall be capable of protecting 
against any single malfunction of the reactivity control system, 
such as unplanned continuous withdrawal (not ejection or drop
out) of a control rod, by limiting reactivity transients to 
avoid exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. (GDC 31 of 
7/11/67) 

Reactor shutdown with rods is completely independent of the normal control 
functions since the trip breakers completely interrupt the power to the full 
length rod mechanisms regardless of existing control signals. Effects of 
continuous withdrawal of a rod control assembly and of deboration are 
described in Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 9.2 and 14.1.  

Principles of Design 

Redundancy and Independence 

The protective systems are redundant and independent for all vital inputs 
and functions. Each channel is functionally independent of other redundant 
channels and are supplied from an independent power source. Isolation of 
redundant protection channels is described in further detail elsewhere in 
this section and in Section 7.2.2.  

Manual Actuation 

Means are provided for manual initiation of protective system action.  
Failures in the automatic system do not prevent the manual actuation of 
protective functions. Manual actuation requires the operation of a minimum 
of equipment.  

Channel Bypass or Removal from Operation 

The system was designed to permit any one channel to be maintained and when 
required, tested or calibrated during power operation without system trip.  
During such operation the active parts of the system continue to meet the 
single failure criterion. Since the channel under test is either tripped or 
superimposed, test signals are used which do not negate the process signal.  

It should be noted that the "one-out-of-two" logic systems are permitted to 
violate the single failure criterion during channel bypass, provided that 
acceptable reliability of operation can be otherwise demonstrated and bypass 
time interval is short.  

Capability for Test and Calibration 

The bistable portions of the protective system (e.g., relays, bistables, 
etc.) provide trip signals only after signals from analog portions of the 
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3) Steam line isolation valves can also be closed one at a time by manual 
action.  

Feedwater Line Isolation 

Any safety injection signal will isolate the main feedwater lines by closing 
all control valves and the pump discharge valves. The closure of the pump 
discharge valves will cause the main feedwater pumps to trip.  

Reactor Protective System Safety Features 

Separation of Redundant Protection Channels 

The Reactor Protection System was designed on a channelized basis to achieve 
separation between redundant protection channels. The channelized design, as applied to the analog as well as the logic portions of the protection 
system, is illustrated by Figure 7.2-1 and is discussed below. Although 
shown for four channel redundancy, the design is applicable to two and three 
channel redundancy.  

Separation of redundant analog channels originates at the process sensors 
and continues through the field wiring and containment penetrations to the analog protection racks. Physical separation was used to the maximum practical extent to achieve separation of redundant transmitters. Separa
tion of field wiring was achieved using separate wireways, cable trays, r-conduit runs and containment penetrations for each redundant channel.  
Analog equipment was separated by locating redundant components in different 
protection racks. Each redundant protection set is energized from a 
separate AC power feed.  

The reactor trip bistables are mounted in the protection racks and are the 
final operational component in an analog protection channel. Each bistable drives two logic relays ("C" & "D"). The contacts from the "C" relays are interconnected to form the required actuation logic for Trip Breaker No. 1 
through DC power feed No. 1. The transition from channel identity to logic identity is made at the logic relay coil/relay contact interface. As such, 
there is both electrical and physical separation between the analog and the logic portions of the protection system. The above logic network is dupli
cated for Trip Breaker No. 2 using DC power feed No. 2 and the contacts from 
the "D" relays. Therefore, the two redundant reactor trip logic channels 
will be physically separated and electrically isolated from one another.  
Overall, the protection system is comprised of identifiable channels which are physically, electrically and functionally separated and isolated from 
one another.  

Physical Separation 

The physical arrangement of all elements associated with the protective 
system reduces the probability of a single physical event impairing the 
vital functions of the system.  
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System equipment is distributed between' instrument cabinets so as to reduce 
the probability of damage to the total systems by some single event.  

Wiring between vital elements of the system outside of equipment housing was 
routed and protected so as to maintain the true redundancy of the systems 
with respect to physical hazards. The same channel isolation and separation 
criteria as described for the reactor protection circuits were applied to 
the engineered safety features actuation circuits.2 

Loss of Power 

A loss of power in the Reactor Protective System causes the affected channel 
to trip. All bistables operate in a normally energized state and go to a 
de-energized state to initiate action. Loss of power, thus, automatically 
forces the bistables into the tripped state.  

Availability of power to the engineered safety features instrumentation is 
continuously indicated. The loss of instrument power to the sensors in the 
engineered safety feature instrumentation starts the engineered safety 
features equipment associated with the affected channels, except for con
tainment spray which requires instrument power for actuation. Steam line 
isolation on high-high containment pressure, which utilizes the same actua
tion circuitry as the containment spray actuation, also requires power to 
actuate. There are a total of six high-high containment pressure instru
ments which are separated into three instrument channels. The three high
high containment pressure instrument channels are powered from three 
separate, independent sources to assure operation in the event of a power 
failure to one of the instrument channels.  

Engineered Safety Features Systems Testing 

During refueling shutdowns, the master relays will be operated with test 
input to actuate the safeguards sequences. The tests will be terminated 
upon verification that the associated valves are properly 'aligned and asso
ciated pu.mps are started by the automatic actuation circuits. No f low is 
introduced into the Reactor Coolant System; Verification of pump startup is 
by breaker position indication and visual inspection of local flow meters in 
the miniflow lines, where applicable. The tests will be performed in 
accordance with the Technical Specification.  

Process Analog Protection Channel Testing 

The basic arrangement of elements comprising a representative analog protec
tion channel is shown in Figure 7.2-7. These elements include a sensor or 
transmitter, power supply, bistable, bistable trip switch and proving lamp, 
test-operate switch, test annunciator, test signal injection jack, and test 
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